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Г.Ф.Фшшпов, 1.С.Доденко, О.Ф.Л'сецький
Побудова базисних сташв з L=2 для трикластерних систем

Для опису трикластерних систем в представленш Фокд-Баргмана побудовано базис гар-
мошчного осцилятора для випадку L = 2. Розвинуто алгоритм побудови базиспих
сташв на OCUOBÎ властивостей симетрп штеграл!в перекриття та /)-функшй Birnepa. Про-
aiianisoBano властивост! отриманого базису, вверну го увагу на те, що результата даюм
роботи можуть бути використаними для МодеЛ1 Двох ротатор1в.

Г.Ф.Филиппов, И.С.Доценко, А.Ф.Лисецкий
Построение базисных состояний с L — 2 для трехкластерных систем
Для описапия трехкластерных систем в представлении Фока-Баргмана построен базис
гармонического осциллятора для случая L = 2. Развит алгоритм построения базисных
состояний на основе свойств симметрии интегралов перекрытия и Р-функций Вигне-
ра, Проанализированы некоторые свойства полученного базиса. Подчеркнуто, Что резуль-
таты работы также справедливы для Модели двух ротаторов.

G.F.Filippov, I.S.Dotsenko , A.F.Lisetskyi
Construction of the Basis States with L — 2 for a Three-Cluster System
The harmonic-oscillator basis with L = 2 for the description of three-cluster systems is con-
structed in the Fock-Bargmann representation. An algorithm of constructing the basis states
by using the symmetry properties of the overlap integrals and the Wigner D-functions is de-
veloped. Some properties of the basis are analyzed. The idea that the results of the present
work hold also for the Two Rotor Model is stressed.
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1. Introduction

Subsequent microscopical approach has been used in [1] for the analysis of three-cluster
systems. This approach is based on the expansion of a nuclear wave function over the multi-
particle harmonic oscillator basis within the algebraic version of the resonating group method
RGM) [2J.

To construct the oscillator basis states of the systems the generating function of a form of
the" Slater determinant is employed. The elements of the Slater determinant are the single-
particle Brink orbitals [4]. The generating function of such a form, as was stressed in [1] and
[3], not only generates the harmonic oscillator basis states but also maps these states from a
coordinate space onto the Fock-Bargmann space [5-8].

Iu essence, the dynamical variables of a system are separated in the process of mapping
these basis functions upon their images defined in the Fock-Bargmann space. Moreover, the
basis functions having a rather complicated form in a coordinate space become much more
simple in the Fock-Bargmann space,-being the functions of generator vectors v and u. Along
with spherical components of v and u it is convenient to use the following set of variables:
{u,v,6,a,/3,f}, where 0 is the angle between u and v and a,(),y are the Euler angles.
•' In the present work we prefer to use this set in which the dynamical variables 6,a,fi,'( of
collective excitations of the valence nucleons are separated explicitly.

Taking into account the above considerations, we will construct not the basis functions in
the coordinate space but their images in the Fock-Bargmann space.

For the sake of brevity we denote the images <i?(A,//,£, M, v,u,0, a,0,f) by *(ni,n2,m,fl),
where A = ni + #a — 2m, p = m and where hi and n^ are the numbers of excitation quanta
corresponding t<j v and u, respectively.

The states are classified by the irreducible representations (irreps) (A, ft) of the 5(7(3) group.
Further reduction SU(3) ~* M(3) results in the L,M,K classification of states, where L is
orbital angular momentum, M is its external z-projection and K • the angular momentum
projection on the intrinsic quantization axis. But since A' in general case is not an integral of
motion, the basis states must be written as the superpositions of states with different A'. The
aim of the present work is the construction of the superpositions with L-2. For this purpose
we consider the expansion of the overlap integral eip(uu 4 vv) of generating function in power
of v, u, fi and V.

V

2. Towards constructing the basis states for L=2

Basis states with L = 0 have been found in [lj.There they have been chosen in the form

)^{n I,na,m,A' = 0,^) (I)

where N\(n\,nt,m) is normalizing coefficcient and functions <j>l(ni,nj,m,K = 0,0) have been
obtained in (9-10). ;

Only states with h = 2 will be considered here.lt has been shown in (1],

(Hfi)Bl(vv)n' m $2 flJ,(n,,nJ)u
11>-"MB»-"'|[ttvir/(n,,n,,m)ttn'-mw"»-'"|[uv)|M, (2)

where

i , i , v _ (n,+ha + l-2m)tni!ft|! . m
mK """ ' ~ m.'fni +n , + 1 - my.(n, - m)!(n, - m)f . V*'
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In case when v and u are coitim-ai

(4)

where </„ are the matrix elements of the transition matrix fi m the; {€>'/>C} coordinate fratn.^
•to the {£, 7, C} ° ' l e ' ' " the expression (4) «j + T<2 — 2m = A and HI = /t, where (A, / J ) is the irrep
of SU(3) group. Let us designate I lie case as tho lillioll'x one. The expansion of / (« i , n j , m)
can be considered in terms of /> In notions. Symmetry properties of / (n i ,n j ,m) with respect
to Di group depend on parities ul A and ft. In odcr to find out according to the what irrcp
of Dt group / (ni ,n2,m) transforms, it is necessary to know the properties of dn and dm with
respect to the Dj group 11 asfoiiii.tt.ions. (t is clear from [12) that (in transforms according to
J9| irrep of D-i, da accord'"g to ll:i irrop and term </u</;u according lo llj. Obviously only d\%
or 1/33 of even power transforms according to tier. /I nrep of Di group. Thus, the following Tour
rules establish the correspondence between irreps of D-t and irreps of SU{3):

(i) the (A,/i) —» Ay if A and /I arc both even;-
(ii) the <X ;i) —» Dit if A a'ld /j are both odd;.
(Hi) the (X,/i) —* fhi if *• •*> L'V('" a»d f is odd;
(iv) the (A,/i) -+ /?i, if A is odd and /1 is even.
On the oth< r hand, it is well-known (12] according to the what irrep of D% C^iit,t4<i, trans-

forms. It is shown by the table.

irrcp
A
Ih
Ih
ih

•

DM,H

Dt,fi

L = 2

^M.OiO»(,J+

• 0 3 U . 1 -

L = 3

Bit*.

^M.l+i^«.3+.

Table ', Symmetry properties of DM±IM'* functions.

At first we shall deal with the case where A and /i are even.Thc.efore, only those terms that
are transforming acccording to the irreducible representation A of the Dj group will be taken
into account. For convenience it is possible lo introduce the following new parameters U and
I2 that A = 2/i and /1 = 2/j and then tow He down

+ AtoPltoPl+,0

where the other terms are denoting by dots, and

The following property 01' /^-functions

(5)

(6)

where ft = {a,/S,^) altbws to treat the expression (S) as a bilinear form. The problem of
constructing the basis functions in the considered case can be solved by diagonallzinp the
bilinear form. At first the expansion coefficients A&y, 4oii 2̂o> ^23 a r e t o be found.

rst the expansion coefficients /loo, ^021 Mat Mi &te t o ^ e found.



It Is easy to show that

-k>-5 = »lpi (8)
•7 I, , P\ 1

-fi - ~ - — n 3 nJ • ro\
2 .ir 2 ~ 2 °'2+ ~ 2 ,°' ^ '
^ I - ^ O 2 _ in2 . ( i m
.,"13 a — ^•'•'j+,0 o^Ofll ' VJU^
& & C &
U, ~ \ = jA%,2+ " ^i>22

+.o - ^ ^ , 2 + + >oJ ,o, ( ID
Ct 6 1 rt ^ 1

To found the expansion coofficients.we write the following relation

21 + 1
Jo

Thus,

1

/ da I df) sin (} I itfl(a, /9,7)/?M±M'*' (12)

= 8^/„d» %!%*da = i / n ^ '
To simplify the calculation of Ago, the third axis will be replaced with the first one and then

(13) can be rewritten in the folio ning form:

It gives

where

+ '2

Exprcsions (9) and (10) help to calculate Am and Am'

Potmiilae (18) and (15) yield the following cxprcsion

Having comparH (M) with ('0) it becomes obvious that yta> = Am. Due to (11) one gets

i'4?(^,-^y»- (20)
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and in accordance with (19) and (15),

(22)

The fooilowing table gives the set of expansion coefficients in terms of A and ft.

M,M' II
0 2

2

0 2

Table 2. '/Vie set of expansion coefficients/

Now consider diagonalhation of the bilinear- form(5). Standard orthonormal procedure will
be used for t'jis purpose. Characteristic equation takes a form

wa - w(Am + An) + AooAx - Al2 = 0 (23)

Upon solving the equation, eigenvalues of the bilinear form are obtained:

On the next stage' eigenvectors of the bilinear form are found. At first, the vector that
corresponds to wi is to be defined.

It means that

Alongside with normalizing condition for eigenvectors of the bilinear form

the expression (26) yeilds:

Aaa-u>t

Second eigenvector (aa a orthogonal vector to the first one)

(23)

(28)

(27)

(28)

(28)

(30)
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may be chosen in the following way: (?(/i,/j) = -B(h,h) and U(ii,ij) = A{li,h)-
Finally, the diagonal bilinear form can be expressed as

i

a.OWi./s.O), (31)
• « ; \ *

where

B(h, /a)BSf^(n) (32)
(n). (33)

Passing back from l\,h to A = tij + na — 2m Mid n = m, the expressions (24) and (29) can be
rewritten in terms ofA and p.

(A + ft + 2)(A/i + A + v) ± ^/A/J(A + 2)(/i + 2) + (/i + A + 2)a(A - fi)2

** = " (A+ 2)0.+ 2) "" ! ~ X

(34;
+ <. + 2)/2)r(Q. + l)/2) . .
V(A + 2)/2)r((A + 2)/2)'

It is a matter of convenience to use the auxiliary functions

+ 2). (36)

Then

(37)

In the case when v and U (v and u) are not collinear then the bilinear form is complicated due
to additional functions ^ni ,ni ,m, K,0) are attached to the D\,<K functions. These functions
are equal to unity when the angle 0 between y and u is zero. Functions #(ni,nj,m, K,8) have
been obtained in J11]: ,

_ „ , + 2m, i _ <.-*«)<.-<».-">-«/*)•, ifn, <
\ F ( -n 2 + rh, -BUat^tetlC, _ „ , _ n , + 2m, 1 - j.-*»je-"<"»-*+*/2)', if n, > n,

(39)

For the case under consideration :

£ £ £ '••«ni-m^'ml|uvinA^(n1,nJim)¥](n,,n,,m)ft,%l(r.t,n,,n»ifii)+;;
0 + '
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where

(41)

p=fl(n,,n2,"»)[*(»»„n,,m, A1 = 2,0) n^H)'+ 4>(.nunt,m,K= - 2,0)/;2
M|_2(fi)j;

(42)

and normalizing coefiiuents

A?(n>,n2)m) = -l~]il(nun2)u>i (43)
Tilings

/v"2
2(n,,n2,m) = j^—|J9i(n,,nj)«j. (44)

Thus basis states for £ = 2 and for even A and /i may be chosen in the following form:

*i(n1)n,,m) = u"1-"'u"»-m|(uv]rA'1(nI,n2,m)v>l(nI,n2,m,«,^,7)0) (45)

. *2(n1,n,,m) = uni-m«n!-m|[uv]|raAf2(n1)»2)m)v»2(n1,r,2,m,a,/8,7»«)- (46)

It is certainly necessary to introduce some label in ndciition to A, fi, L,M because when
min{\, /»} > 1 there will be more than one state witli the same value for L. For the case under
consideration the label Wi,2 may be used in addition to X,/i,L,M to classify the states.

Obviously we have obtained two basis functions because there arc two functions, D\tti+ and
.DM,oi transforming according to A irrep of the Dj group. Every basis function is labeled by the
additional quantum number la. Also, it is easy to check that 9i{ni,nj,m) and 1(i(ni,nj,m)
are orthogonal, and ihey vanish for m ^ O and 0 = 0. The obtained functions transforming
accrdinr to irreps (A,/i) of S(J3,(L, M) o( R3 and in a limit n = 0 and 0 = 0 according o the
A of JD2 group. Properties of /(A, ft) and B(X,ft) are as follows

/J(A,A) = i , /t(A,A) = - ^ .

The coefficient do not depend on A in thrae cas«;s . Now when Ui<! banis states for even A and
fi arc obtained, the expansion coefficient /1j"| at this .stage is to bo found. Having used the rule
(ii) and

K (48)

we g«l: •

^?.. ,_ = rfn*.r+ '/,:,'/:„ (49)

ami

/iri = ~ , - / ' ' . A(''n'/:,, +^/:n) 'm ' ; (50)
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To calculate the integral in (50) the name idea its the one used for (14)is applied. Thus

where

In order to obtain /If, we use: ntir (iv) and I lie following relation respectively:

/;f+.i+ = 'Waa + duds,. (53)

Inserting this expression in <'<|(I2) we have

where

R (t\
 u+' numb + o/2)r((A+<« + 0/2)

It remains now to determine /ljj. Because only />J_>2_ function will be taken into account in
the expansion of I(ni,nt,m) when A is even and /i is odd. It is clearly exhibited by rule (iii)
and expression

. (56)

that

A" = 8^ / rf?A(d»d« + *»*«)''n (r'7)
and as result

w» - x+m,%^mT7)B3{L=2) (58)

where

r((A + i)/2)r(/«/2)r((A +.? +1)/2)

At last all states determined for cases (ii),(iii) and (iv) can be w 'tten in the form resembli.ig
the oae used for case (i):

ViitH^m) = u-'^v*'- \[<uv)\nNi(nun,,m)<j>i(nunt,m,a,P,-t,O) (60)

where i » 3,4,5 and

Aa(»»iB»i»n) .» ~^^«(n«'n j ) i 4"i
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and

(62)

AH these wave functions transform according to the (A, fi) irrep 6fS£/(3), ( i , M) of R3 and in
a limit y. = 0 and 5 = 0 according to the certain irrep of Di group.

3. Conclusion
The results of the present work hold for both the Three Cluster System (TCS) and the

Micioscopic Two Rotator Model (MTRM). The, states (46) and (60) in the case of Three
Cluster System do not posses a definite permutation symmetry, so their linear combinations,
that have permutation symmetry satisfying the Pauli principle, are to be found and the other
(forbidden) states are to be eliminated.

As for the Microscopical Two Rotator Model, the states (46) and (60) can be used as the
total Model wave functions after we put u = v = 1 and

JVi(«,,n,lm)llw*r = n1!n,Wi(n,,n,,m). (63)

The difference of normalizing coefficents of two systems is caused by the different forms of
the overlap integrals (2) for MTRM and (40) for TCS.

The part of the obtained results can be used for determining the basis states for L = 1 case
in very simple way.
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